About the Speakers

**John Dickerson** is a correspondent for 60 Minutes. Prior to taking that role in May of 2019, Dickerson was co-anchor of CBS This Morning. From 2015 to 2018 he was anchor of “Face The Nation,” and CBS News’ Chief Washington Correspondent. Dickerson is also a contributing editor to The Atlantic and co-host of Slate’s “Political Gabfest” podcast and host of the Whistlestop podcast. Dickerson joined CBS News in April 2009, as an analyst and contributor. For six years he was the network’s Political Director and during the 2016 presidential campaign he moderated CBS News’ two presidential debates.

**Lynn Vavreck** is the Marvin Hoffenberg Professor of American Politics and Public Policy at UCLA and a regular contributor to THE UPSHOT at the New York Times. At UCLA she teaches courses and writes about campaigns, elections, and public opinion. She is a 2015 winner of the Andrew F. Carnegie Prize in the Humanities and Social Sciences and in 2020 was elected in to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. She is the recipient of an Honorable Mention for the Prose Award in Government and Politics from the Association of American Publishers.